
AP Research 2020-21 

Summer Assignment 
Please join the google classroom for this class: zhb4faj 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
You have one and only one task to work on over the summer for this class: an interest journal.  
 
What is an interest journal? It’s exactly what it sounds like: an ongoing list of topics you find 
interesting, curious, or perplexing. You can say as much or as little about each topic as you’d 
like, but I’m hoping to see approximately 50 topics listed by the time we see each other on the 
first day of school. Topics can be subjects you want to know more about, problems you want 
to solve, facts or events that surprise you, thoughts you have after overhearing a conversation 
at the next table in a restaurant… you get the idea. Nothing is too trivial or too complex to 
include. If it catches your attention, jot down something about it before you forget it or 
overthink it!  
 
This can be done as actual handwritten pages in a notebook, as a computer file, or in any 
other format you can provide as concrete evidence at the beginning of the school year.  
 
That’s it!  
 
Need an example? Here are some entries I would have included in an interest journal just this 
afternoon if I were keeping one (try not to laugh too much at the random things I think about):  
 

• I wonder what inspired my mother to start sewing, which has been her most prominent hobby the entire time I’ve 
been alive. I wonder what inspires ANYONE to take up a hobby that becomes such a huge part of their lives.  
 

• During the mid- and late- 1990s, Axl Rose of Guns ‘N’ Roses faded from the limelight and has only made brief public 
appearances for tours and whatnot here and there since. He’s both a gifted artist and difficult person. I wonder 
what his overall legacy will be once he is dead and gone.  
 

• Do cats understand human language at all?  
 

• Years after this whole learning from home due to the COVID-19 pandemic thing is over, how will we look back and 
reflect on how students were/ education was affected? What problems could it possibly solve, and what problems did it 
create that we’ll need to fix going forward?  
 

• Gentrifying neighborhoods are an interesting social experiment. I wonder who benefits and who is negatively impacted.  
 

• With books like Shrapnel Maps by Philip Metres being written, how is ANYTHING I have to write or say even 
remotely important enough to be published? Who deserves to have a voice in the public sphere?  
 



• Seasons seem so different now than when I was a kid – they seem to have shifted. I wonder what the impact of this 
is on nature and on humans.  
 

• What makes some kinds of ink permanent and other kinds not permanent?  
 

• My spouse works in the business world, but didn’t major in business in college. I wonder how people’s college majors 
correlate to what kind of work they do 5, 10, 15, or even 20 years after graduation.  
 

• How can we do a better job of building a culture of readers at our school so that more students continue to read books 
over the summer?  
 
 

I hope that helps. Each of the topics listed came about organically as I went about my day-to-
day tasks as I’m sure yours will, too. Have fun with it!  
  
 
 
 

If you have any questions or concerns over the summer, don’t 
hesitate to get in touch. My email address is mneville@cuyhts.org.   
 
 
 
 


